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when women were warriors

Open Letter to Denise E. Brogan-Kator
July 11, 2013 in Gender

“I’m a radical feminist, not the fun kind.” – Andrea Dworkin

I just finished reading a letter written to Catherine Mackinnon by Denise E. Brogan-Kator on July 10th,

2013, and I am nearly at a loss for words. Before I even knew the background of the person writing the

letter, I assumed I was reading a letter written by a man. The tone, the choice of words, the

condescending jabs and subtle gaslighting maneuvers: I know that feeling well, because I get it whenever

men speak to me, especially when they speak down to me.

When I got halfway through the first page, however, I read that this was written by a transgendered

person, meaning a person who was born male and lives their life as a woman. My intuitive feeling was

correct, though. As a woman living in patriarchy, I am well-skilled in identifying a member of the

oppressor class as quickly as possible.

This letter really is thick. It is layered up nicely with malespeak, academicspeak, and formal register, all of

which manage to submerge, obscure, and confuse the true message under a mess of fancy wordplay

and circles of nonsense.

He says that Catherine Mackinnon had contacted him “about one or more incidents of violence and/or

hate speech between the communities of transgender people and radical feminists.” He frames this as

though the violence and hate speech is being exchanged in equal measure by both sides, similarly to the

way the term "domestic violence” covers up what is in fact male violence against women most of the

time. The violence and hate speech in question is going in the direction trans —-> radical feminists, but

we cannot read Mackinnon’s original letter to see how she had actually framed her discussion with

Brogan-Kator. Even if this is an accurate summary, we go straight to the next sentence, which is:

This “problem” has been nagging at me as I’ve continued to read each side’s “position”

and its complaints about the other side.

The quotes around “problem” are dismissive, trivializing, as though he has doubt that either violence is a

problem (yes, it is) or that Mackinnon relayed accurate information to him (yes, she did). He could have

followed up with Mackinnon for verification or even run a simple google search, but rather chose to

operate from a standpoint of both ignorance on the topic and an assumption that it might be mere

hearsay, which reveals both laziness and a lack of confidence in a colleague who bothered to contact him

about this matter. The quotes around “position” are bizarre as well. I can assure him that both sides of

this clash do indeed have a position, so the quotes are not needed. This trivializion is typical dismissive

behavior of abusers and classic preparation for a mansplain.

http://wwomenwwarriors.wordpress.com/
http://wwomenwwarriors.wordpress.com/category/gender/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/denise-brogan-kator/trans-radfems/10152961812305214
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Since the letter will go on to misrepresent the positions of both sides, the quotes around the word

“position” become less peculiar.

He goes on:

I am told that there have been other incidents of violence, but I’ve not seen any specific

references.

Again, dismissal. He could have looked into it, very easily, before writing this letter. Very easily. Choosing

to present oneself as ignorant is convenient, because then he can speak in complete abstraction (yet not

humbleness) and claim lack of information later when someone finally catches up to the discussion to

prove his analysis as baseless and irresponsible, which it is. By then, the damage is done. Others who

will take his words seriously rely on his reputation as a lawyer, and will assume that this letter was written

in good faith, that the words within it were written with intellectual honesty and integrity. But it is not

integral nor honest to play stupid so that you can more easily brush off your female colleague as though

she is confiding in you with mere gossip and rumor. He ought to know that Mackinnon, an esteemed

lawyer and feminist, is well above that level of discourse. I have at least that much confidence in

Mackinnon, and she and I don’t even correspond via private emails. This is also beside the fact that,

again, he could google it. This is like saying, “I am told that someone crashed planes into the Twin

Towers, but I’ve not seen the videos.” Well, watch them, then, before you give your opinion on the matter. I

know that would be problematic, because then you would have to edit your above sentence which wrongly

suggests that violence is flowing in this manner: trans <—> radical feminists. To remain vaguely,

dishonestly neutral in this matter of violence against women, to obscure the truth, while dismissing the

testimony of an experienced woman on the matter, is why I immediately knew I was reading something

written by a man.

But we’re only on paragraph three.

He goes on to stand behind these basic points (direct quotes):

- gender and the entire system of gender is a social construct that has worked to keep women in a

subordinate role

- patriarchy is real and pernicious. It is the common enemy of all fair-minded feminists of any sex and

gender

- sex and gender are not the same. I believe that sex has its basis in biology and that gender and its

attendant roles is the exclusive domain of socialization

- I doubt that our brains are different in any way that matters

- biology, especially the effects of sex hormones, do influence behavior

For all of that, I overlooked (and did not quote above) the two times that he lets us women know what

feminism needs.

Okay, well we agree on those points. But then it gets fumingly different.
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Trans-women such as myself, despite an outward appearance which arguably

reinforces the system of gender actually help, in a very real sense, toward the

deconstruction of gender.

Gender is made not born and, because gender is performative, I also believe, as

Catharine put it to me, that there are many ways of becoming a woman including, sadly,

sexual assault.

Did you see that? Rape by a male is one of the ways to become a woman.

In the words of Mackinnon herself:

To be a prisoner means to be defined as a member of a group for whom the rules of

what can be done to you, of what is seen as abuse of you, are reduced as part of the

definition of your status.

But Brogan-Kator takes it even further, extending this horrifying reality for women to include, and I’m

decoding the malespeak now, as part of the definition of our very being. Yes, rape can make someone a

woman. That’s us. That’s what we are to these men. I was a woman before and after I was raped. If I had

never been raped, I would have still grown to be a woman. How dare he take abuse of women and

compound it into the very definition of what we are. This is exactly what the rhetoric of forced gender as a

tool of men’s oppression of females looks like, and it is perpetuated by misogynistic, entitled,

domineering males.

And then the suggestion that him being trans helps women. He admitted above that he is male bodied,

socialized as male, and had male hormones coursing through his body during his development years.

But for him to be defined as a woman despite this will help us, he claims. Let’s see this explanation.

…radical feminists’ attempts to deny transgender people our expression of gender – no

matter how based in stereotype such expressions may appear to be – operates from a

form of essentialism that contradicts their analysis and diminishes our joint efforts.

…in order to change the system of male dominance we must both allow and honor

individual expressions of gender (even when, as with myself, that expression of gender

is borne of male privilege) and engage in collective social activism.

First of all, no it does not operate from a form of essentialism. You just think that because you do not

understand our analysis. Let me be painstakingly clear, since this letter is already painful. Radical

feminists aren’t terrifically concerned with what you wear. We care if you, a male-bodied person,

socialized as male, who went through puberty as male, and who, as you just admitted, has male privilege,

assume yourself to be a woman because you dress in clothes that are designated as the attire of the

subordinate sex caste—females. It is very nearly akin to blackface. If you call this merely gender

expression, then let’s replace the word gender with your very own definition of it: “radical feminists’

attempts to deny transgender people our expression of a social construct that has worked to keep

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/c/catharinem220348.html
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women in a subordinate role…diminishes our joint efforts.” This works very well if we assume you mean

your joint efforts with other men to oppress women. But I know you mean joint efforts with feminists, so let

me be clear again: we do not have joint efforts with you. We are women’s liberationists. We want gender

abolished because, you are correct, it is one of the most fundamental bases of our oppression. You can

wear whatever you like (I am part Native American, so go ahead and get a headdress while you’re at it

and call yourself indigenous, too). When you assert that this makes you a woman, legitimized further by

your history of being sexually assaulted, you reinforce the notion that a woman is a raped being in a

dress. This is fantastically anti-woman and misogynist.

There is some more wordage, a lot of it, that I dislike, but I am trying to stick to the worst parts, so now

this:

I do not want the voices of radical feminists silenced. I just wish they would focus on the

very real threats to women

Thank you, sir, for telling women how we should work towards our own liberation. You’d like us to step out

of your way, sir, and stop messing with things which challenge your male privilege and entitlement make

your life inconvenient? Would you like to help our pretty little heads by writing women an action plan

based on what you think are the most important issues for us, all conveniently not related at all to what you

want to do? Oh, surprise surprise, you’re ahead of me on this one:

Let us commit to working, together, for common values like the true liberation of

women, the advancement of women in this society and around the world. The real

problem here isn’t whether or not trans-women get to claim womanhood. It’s about the

number of women on the bench, in Congress, on boards of directors, in the CEO chair

of Fortune 500 companies, and being paid less than men. It’s about the ongoing

problem of a rape culture and the struggle it took to pass the Violence Against Women

Act and the subsequent striking down of its key civil remedy provision. It’s about the

mass murder and mutilation of women around the world. Please, let’s put our priorities

in the right place.

The real problem HERE is male privilege and domination, men walking all over women, telling us who we

are (raped beings in dresses), what is good for us (men becoming women), and how we should live our

lives (put our priorities in the “right” place for the “true liberation”). I don’t know why he doesn’t just try to

get MORE men to transition, preferably the ones already on the bench. Then we can have women in all

sorts of positions originally held by males: just transition the males. Then we won’t know who the real

women are, and we can all ponder as to whether or not men are still running the world, since women will

be essentially invisible at that point.

You may not understand, want to understand, or like what women have to say, but since we are the class

of people who are oppressed, the class of people who suffer that list of injustices you typed up—and so,

so much more—we are also the leaders of this movement, the ones who call the shots, define ourselves,

know what is good for us, and choose how we live our lives.
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Reblogged this on You think I just don't

understand, but I don't believe you. and

commented:

An awesome response to https://www.facebook.com/notes/denise-brogan-

kator/trans-radfems/10152961812305214

Reply

If “being raped by a male” is what turns the

rapee into a woman, then dogs are women,

babies are women, catholic choir boys are

women, incarcerated males are women.

I can see the point that repeated socialization and grooming from birth onwards

would indeed eventually mutilate someone into a subservient piece of trash who is

pleased to be used and abused per it’s established purpose in life — but one rape

just all by itself with no other chronic abuse? When did academia forget how basic

logic works???

Most boys who are abused once hate being rendered into second class status so

As I said, I knew in the first two paragraphs that I was reading something written by a man, because I had

that uneasy feeling in my stomach that I get whenever a man is trying to manipulate and work one over on

me.

Denise, your letter was condescending, misogynist, dismissive, and anti-feminist. You have no right to

lecture women’s liberationists—radical feminists—about how to handle our own movement. It is a

movement for liberation from male supremacy, liberation from men, including you. It is a movement for

and about females, the class of human beings who have been oppressed by males for thousands of

years. Women started the movement. It’s ours. It will stay ours. We define the parameters and men are

not, can not, be feminists. Everything men touch, they attempt to dominate, just as you are attempting to

do right now by lecturing feminists on how to do feminism. This is women’s territory, period, and men

cannot become women.
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Missa Ndrea

much that they become uber misogynists determined to remain far away from

second class status. It takes a special kind of pathology to be abused once and

then throw themselves happily under the bus forever.

Reply

“I can see the point that repeated

socialization and grooming from birth

onwards would indeed eventually mutilate

someone into a subservient piece of trash who is pleased to be used and abused

per it’s established purpose in life.” This is just the beginning of the problem with his

logic. He goes on to conclude that this is somehow inherently female. Being

subservient as a result of abuse is a definition of a woman to him. That is blatant

misogyny. He calls radfems bio-essentialists, bu that line of logic is the real bio-

essentialism.

Reply

Hmmm, wait a minute… He was raped

AFTER he transitioned, much like a white

person begins referring to himself as Black after

he buys a spray-on tan from a bottle. So white dood with a tan, is harassed by a

racist — and this harassment is the thing which makes him authentically Black?

In what universe does this make sense?

Reply

It does not make sense, but men have the

privilege of being able to talk nonsense and

not get called on their shit. Or, at least, when they

do get called on their shit by a woman, usually, she can be labelled a bigot for

disagreeing. Radfems are called transphobic TERFS and scum. Because we

disagree with men about their right to enter our space and our movement. We

disagree that a penis is female or that men can be lesbians.

Where did you read that he had already transitioned when he was raped? I missed

that part.

Reply

Still trying to wrap my head around what he

said… it’s so confusing. But now that you

mention it, he wasn’t clear which came first — his

transitioning or his sexual assault.

Anyhoo, he’s claiming that being raped is the thing which makes him a woman.

But I personally was born female BEFORE I ever experienced any sexual abuse.
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Female came first, then the stereotypes, then the harm which accrues to being

perceived as a stereotype which exists only to please men. .

Then came feminism, cos hey we don’t like stereotypes.

Btw, I really would like to have a respectful convo with a trans supporter, someone

who can explain the inconsistencies in their reasoning. Why don’t they ever

contemplate all the various mechanics by which boys who want to express

traditional feminine characteristics, are denied the opportunity? I mean, sure some

families WILL allow a boy to play with “girly toys” if that’s what he wants but they

are oblivious to the negative message being sent to him when they smile and say

“maybe’s he’s really a girl”. Those parents are merely reinforcing stereotypes (as

opposed removing stereotypes) because in their mind, the only person who would

want to play with “girly things” must be a girl.

And, for any legal eagles: why do trans supporters believe that being perceived as a

stereotype *should be* a human right?

And one more for those precisely inclined: Define “woman” without resorting to

stereotypes or biological processes.  If you think males can be women, then how

come you can’t define the term? When so many radical feminists tell you that we

do not “feel like a woman” because we’ve noticed that “feeling like a woman” is

only referring to traditional stereotypes — then would you conclude that we are

male?

Ah gee one more: If every female in the world stood up tomorrow and insisted that

we “felt like a man inside” — would that prevent sexism? Sure it would, because

then, any rape or coerced pregnancies would be minimized as “oh golly just one

human being rude to another human, no patter here, therefore no sexism”.

Where’s the logic and why doesn’t Catherine Mackinnon understand that she has

the obligation to utilize basic logic BEFORE she flies off into academic gibberish?

Reply

Well wait a minute, DOES Catherine agree

with this trans person? Suppose I should

find that out first! Does anybody know what she’s

said about trans folks?

Anyway, that trans person is merely beating the same old drum that every trans

chants — that our critiquing gender is as bad as men raping lesbians.

It’s difficult for me to support the right of men and boys to express submissive

acceptance of self-inflicted dehumanization, but suppose I could get behind their

“right” to do so if my support reduces their complaints that I don’t care about their

feelings. Okaaaaay, if men and boys want to be a submissive doormat and general

fucktoy for the pleasure of other men, okay, I could support their request.
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They need to leave real women out of it though. Because women weren’t put on

this earth to be a doormat.

Reply

“Btw, I really would like to have a

respectful convo with a trans supporter,

someone who can explain the inconsistencies in

their reasoning.”

I (a trans supporter, not trans) would in turn really like to have a respectful convo

with trans-critical feminists but it does not seem a possibility as yet. When I was

accused of calling women bitches (something I *never ever* do) at Gallus’, it did

not seem like such an opportunity – nor when actual WBW were subjected to

vicious rapey insults there. I was too, but I can take much more, I’m online since

’93, fire away, I’ve seen worse trolls before the word troll was fashionable. But my

good old benevolent sexism made me cringe at the treatment of WBW trans

supporters. It was a relief when they at least told ME to “suck the c**k” of

transpeople and stopped telling it to poor women!

However, I’m not sure I can be of much help in this case, as I have no idea *why*

they need to try and redefine radical feminism. Trans is about individual identity

being important (and that is why I support them – I am not trans but I believe that

each human is special and individual identity IS important). Radfem believe in class

analysis. Trans believe in individual conditions and choice. Radfem believe in

collective conditions and that individual choice is meaningless (or determined). For

radfem, “special snowflake” is actually an insult; for trans (and for me) it is the

essence of a human being as opposed to an ant. Why not acknowledge that, just

like Communism from which it has inherited class analysis, it is an opposing

ideology, to be challenged and debated (and when turning into political campaigns,

protested), not redefined?

And therefore, there is no “we” of which Denise seems to be writing. There can be

limited alliances on particular causes – just like, indeed, there was a very real

alliance with Communism against the Nazis. There are several distinct movements

that oppose murder of women or support VAWA – there is no need to try and

have a common ideological ground to join in a campaign on such issues.

There was one case where a claimed “we” was even “curiouser” – when some

trans criticized DGR for transphobia ans said something about “if you want to have

a movement with us” – wait. What? They have (or, in the view of their opponents,

“claim to have”) a condition that requires lifetime high tech medical support, and

then want to have a campaign with DGR? Did they not bother to read their basic

programme? Trans is really small potatoes when we talk about DGR (very angry

rant against Luddites skipped).

So, if your “inconsistencies” were about their attempts to have common ground

with radfem and thus redefine it, I am sadly with you and not them – while noting

http://wwomenwwarriors.wordpress.com/2013/07/11/open-letter-to-denise-e-brogan-kator/comment-page-1/#comment-586
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it’s really only a very small number of trans who state this stuff. If it’s any others, be

my guest. I have a couple of posts of my own on this issue, will probably add one

more soon, and you are very welcome there; there will be no bans for opinions

including an unsalutary opinion about myself.

Reply

I am not sure that I would have had the

stomach to deconstruct his vileness with

such precision. It’s like facing the monster in your

nightmares. You can’t run away. You can’t wake up. Much easier to just dream.

You’re strong. Thank you.

Reply

It was actually very difficult to write. Thank

you for recognizing that! When I first read

his letter, I was so upset I didn’t know if I could

put it into words. I am glad I tried, because it has helped me understand what

precisely bothered me about his letter and the trans movement (which is slowly

taking over feminism, the women’s movement).

Reply

Thank you so much for taking the time to

develop such a thoughtful analysis of this

absurd letter. Clear voices like yours are the only

hope we have in resisting this latest assault on the right of women to set our own

boundaries. Denying them access is a form of female power that men simply cannot

abide.

Reply

I completely agree with you. Women

ignoring men and not INcluding them in our

bodies, space, psychological and metaphysical

territory at all levels is tantamount to heresy, blasphemy, and satanism (a guy

actually did come on this very blog and call us satanists).

Their existence is for some reason (their problem, not mine) defined relative to their

penetration of our existence. But, like I said, not my problem.

Reply

How easy it is to tell when men are writing

this stuff. I think that speaks volumes, that

and the fact that he cannot seem to understand
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July 13, 2013 at 11:16 pm

Karry

July 16, 2013 at 7:19 pm

Julian Vigo

July 16, 2013 at 9:08 pm

wwomenwwarriors

that radical feminism is a purely women’s movement for freedom, freedom from

oppressors. Men are the oppressors, and they will not own their privilege and will

not let us do our politics. They are threatened by women waking up, and men

cutting themselves up and telling us what to do is not going to go over within radical

feminism.

Reply

Hey! I understand this is sort of off-topic

but I had to ask.

Does running a well-established blog like yours

take a lot of work?

I’m brand new to writing a blog but I do write in my diary everyday. I’d like to

start a blog so I can share my own

experience and feelings online. Please let me know

if you have any kind of ideas or tips for brand new aspiring blog owners.

Thankyou!

Reply

I did not agree with the letter in totality but

found most of it compelling. I also find this

article above quite insulting to Denise Brogan-

Kator. I think you could reach over the aisle and use her preferred gender

referents, not call her a man, and extend the same courtesy you would expect. I

think you might keep the discussion limited to what you do know because none of

us can know what Denise Brogan-Kator feels. I am also suspicious of this

feeling/thinking gender which I think is useful to critique, but not in a personal way.

She writes: ‘Let us commit to working, together, for common values like the true

liberation of women, the advancement of women in this society and around the

world. The real problem here isn’t whether or not trans-women get to claim

womanhood.’ Can you not engage her at least in this struggle?

Reply

This is a male, not a female. If the English

language should be revised, then so be it,

but female-bodied persons have been oppressed

and exploited specifically on grounds of our biology, with gender as the excuse,

since the inception of patriarchy. To erase femaleness is to obscure our female

reality, which is the experience of being oppressed at no fault other than to be born

into a world that views female anatomy as evidence enough of a person deserving

to be treated as less than human.

If this individual hadn’t mansplained the entire letter, I might have been more

patient, but I do not afford excessive patience to my oppressors, and this individual

has made it clear by way of expression that he is socialized male and will continue

to respond to females and treat us with the same level of disdain and dismissal that
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all other male-bodied persons do. His gender identity is less interesting to me as his

behavior, which is strikingly male in pattern.

Reply

SPIN YOUR OWN WORDS.. .

Enter your comment here...Enter your comment here...
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